FROM OUR CLINIC TO YOUR SPA
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H A R L E Y

S T R E E T

Established in 2001 by Dr. Yannis Alexandrides,
a European and American board certified cosmetic surgeon,
111 Harley St. is one of London’s premier clinics. It combines
the most and advanced surgical and non-surgical treatments
from the US and Europe, and focuses heavily on prevention as
well as cure. It was here that Dr. Alexandrides developed the
eponymous 111SKIN skincare range, utilising his knowledge,
clinical observations and innovative ingredients.

T R E AT M E N T S
SPA/CLINIC by 111SKIN; a revolutionary spa concept
offering aesthetic performance face and body treatments
for the first time in a multi-sensory spa environment.
Inspired by our surgical expertise, powered by
our clinically-engineered skincare, and approved
by globally-renowned cosmetic surgeon,
Dr. Yannis Alexandrides, SPA/CLINIC by 111SKIN
is a true fusion of proven clinical results
within a luxurious sensual experience.

FACE

DRAMATIC HEALING FACIAL
RESTORE, REVITALISE, REPAIR
Heal and rejuvenate skin with our signature treatment complex.
This facial uses our clinical grade Dramatic Healing Serum, engineered with space
scientists, for professional use by 111SKIN to elevate the skin’s antioxidant production.

60 mi ns

€125

Originally designed for accelerated post-surgical recovery.
Prescribed for irritated, dull, sensitive, uneven,
and inflamed skin types.
DR. YANNIS ALEXANDRIDES APPROVED

RESULTS

PRESCRIPTION

Reduction in sensitivity, decreased
redness and irritation, improved overall
condition, soft and refined texture,
clarified complexion.

Reparative Collection for at-home
daily use.

FACE

FACE

NON-SURGICAL LIFT FACIAL

MESO INFUSION
HYDRATION FACIAL

LIFT, FIRM, TIGHTEN

HYDRATE, PLUMP, CONTOUR

As pioneers in synchronising surgical and non-surgical aesthetic solutions,

Moisture-rich, volumising, and deeply hydrating, this facial uses a topical,

this facial harnesses the lifting and firming properties of our most

non-invasive cocktail of actives – which is the exact replica of our clinical mesotherapy

intensive clinical treatment collection.

solution – which are layered repeatedly throughout this treatment.

60 mi ns

6 0 m ins

€175

€125

Developed to delay wrinkle formation, and maintain firm and lifted

Created by our clinical team to enhance and prolong the benefits

skin. Prescribed for mature skin with visible fine lines, deep wrinkles,

of injectable mesotherapy. Prescribed for very dry and lacklustre

and sagging from a loss of elasticity.

complexions, and to improve contour and definition.

DR. YANNIS ALEXANDRIDES APPROVED

DR. YANNIS ALEXANDRIDES APPROVED

RESULTS

PRESCRIPTION

RESULTS

PRESCRIPTION

Reduction in deep wrinkle density,
smoothed appearance of fine lines and
expression lines, stimulation of blood flow
and improved muscle tone around the
cheek, forehead, and jawline for enhanced
bone structure definition.

Intensive Collection products for
powerful firming, lifting, and
anti-ageing.

Restored hydration, improved volume,
contoured and defined complexion,
increased radiance, elevated resistance
to dryness, smoother surface texture,
increased resilience to changes in
temperature and environment.

Combine regular applications of our Bio
Cellulose Facial Treatment Mask and
Meso Infusion Micro Mask with daily use
of Prescriptive Aqua Booster and the
Reparative Collection.

FACE

LUNAR28
BRIGHTENING FACIAL
BRIGHTEN, EVEN, ILLUMINATE
A revolutionary 28 day brightening system engineered specifically to deliver extraordinary
luminosity, evenness, clarity, and softness without the use of laser technology.

6 0m ins + 2 8 da y s trea tm ent a p p lica tio n

€1150

Laser resurfacing, brightening, and specific treatments for pigmentation and
sun damage are increasingly popular with patients. We are experts in the
application of laser technology, but this rapid exfoliation requires a period
of recovery; LUNAR28 is our innovative solution for a prolonged, laser-free,
topical solution that achieves comparable results to clinical methods.
DR. YANNIS ALEXANDRIDES APPROVED

RESULTS

PRESCRIPTION

Dramatically brighter, even skin tone,
resurfaced texture, incandescence,
reduced definition and density of sun
spots and visibility of non-medically
related hyper pigmentation and age spots,
clarified complexion, improved skin tone
across the décolleté region.

LUNAR28 two to three times a year, Lift Off
Exfoliating Cleanser twice weekly, Bio Cellulose
Facial Treatment Mask weekly, Celestial Black
Diamond Retinol Oil nightly, Celestial Black
Diamond Cream nightly, Celestial Black Diamond
Emulsion daily, Celestial Black Diamond Serum
Daily, SPF50 daily.

FACE

FACE

ANTI-BLEMISH FACIAL

Y-LIFT NECK TREATMENT
SCULPT, DEFINE, FIRM

CLARIFY, CALM, CLEANSE
A pioneering facial designed to rebalance and restore the natural dermal equilibrium, this
facial has been developed to effectively treat blemish-prone and angry skin.

Renowned for our Y-Lift neck re-sculpting procedure, our non-surgical treatment
combines a powerful, clinically developed firming protocol with our popular Y Lift
Neck and Décolletage Treatment Mask.

60 mi ns

30 m ins/ o r a dd o n

€125

€100

Solutions for blemish-prone skin are one of the most requested services

In my clinic, I noticed a big disconnect between the skin’s health on the face

at the clinic - I developed a clinical facial and product collection that provides

versus the neck and décolletage, and have since been pioneering solutions

a permanent solution rather than a quick fix. Prescribed for blemish-prone,

for damaged skin on these areas. Many treatments are invasive or non-

acne-scarred, oily and combination skin.

invasive clinical procedures, so I sought to find the most effective ingredients

DR. YANNIS ALEXANDRIDES APPROVED

to improve sagging and wrinkles. Prescribed for those who have loose,
wrinkly skin on their neck and décolletage.
DR. YANNIS ALEXANDRIDES APPROVED

RESULTS

PRESCRIPTION

An immediate reduction in blemish
appearance, reduction in excess oil
production and shine, a balanced T-zone,
calmer and happier skin.

Daily use of Lift Off Purifying Cleanser,
Anti-Blemish Treatment Essence, Space
Anti-Age Day Emulsion, Y-Theorem Light
Serum and Three Phase Anti-Blemish
Booster.

RESULTS

PRESCRIPTION

A smoother, tighter neck and décolletage,
redefined jawline, strengthened skin
condition.

Apply Neck and Décolletage Serum
every day, and use Neck and Décolletage
Treatment Mask every week for increased
tightening and toning.

BODY

DRAMATIC HEALING
MASSAGE
HEAL, RELAX, CONDITION
An exceptional new treatment for the whole body, this multi-sensory experience is
designed to restore health and condition to skin utilising professional-use-only Dramatic
Healing Serum and a unique blend of massage techniques.

60 mi ns -

€90

9 0 mi ns -

€130

Originally developed as a post-treatment healing protocol,
this aids the body’s skin health, resulting in suppleness and
resilience. Meanwhile, tension and stresses are soothed away
with the relaxing massage system. Prescribed to those with dry,
scaly, damaged skin.
DR. YANNIS ALEXANDRIDES APPROVED

RESULTS
Improved skin condition, radiance, rebalanced
dry skin areas for smooth texture and
suppleness.
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